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The Politics of Diplomatic Service Reform
in Post-Soviet Russia

YELENA BIBERMAN

The USSR state coat of arms still hovers above Moscow's

Smolensky Square and keeps a watchful eye on 19/23 Novinsky Bo

the site of the U.S. embassy in Moscow. The long walls of the i

27-story Gothic tower bearing the stern Soviet heraldry have by n
six generations of Russia's elite and historically most-romanticized

the diplomats. But since the Soviet heyday, the luster of the d

profession has faded. And so has the young generation's interest in

matic careers.

This paper offers a "diplomacy as a career" model that is embedded
in a larger framework of ruling elite-state official relations, which argues
that the diplomatic drain inside the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs
following the Soviet collapse threatens the institutional arrangement between Russia's ruling elite and diplomats, with important implications for
Russian foreign policy. The former, a relatively small group of individuals
(dynamic, and with a hierarchy of its own), makes most major political decisions in Russia. The latter are bureaucrats whose loyalty and skill are necessary prerequisites for both the state and the ruling elite to read effectively
the international environment, carry out foreign policy, and achieve goals.
Over the past two decades, the Russian economy has generated a free
labor market with a proliferation of opportunities for earning competitive
wages, particularly in the growing business sector. Knowledge of foreign

languages has become particularly in demand as Russia opened its doors

to thousands of foreign companies. Consequently, many highly skilled diplomats have left their posts. The proliferation of alternative career opportunities for state officials thus skewed, to borrow from Mancur Olson, the

YELENA BIBERMAN is a doctoral candidate in the department of political science at Brown
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"perceptible interdependence"1 between the two groups, thereby creating a
dilemma for the ruling elite, who depend on loyal and skilled state officials
to implement their policies.
When the Soviet state collapsed, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs lost
much of its funding and prestige. Between 1991 and 1993 alone, it was forced

to close as many as 36 embassies and consulates (at a time when 14 new
states appeared along the Russian borders).2 Meanwhile, Russia's first president, Boris Yeltsin, used the Ministry as a lightning rod for criticism directed

at his foreign policy. For example, in a statement broadcast on national
radio, he characterized the Ministry as incompetent: "As far as everything
to do with the course of foreign policy was concerned, the [Soviet] Foreign
Ministry cooperated with everyone, but did not let them interfere in matters that were the responsibility of the Foreign Ministry of the former Soviet
Union. Now, however, everyone who feels like interfering does so, and all
the Russian Foreign Ministry does is to shut itself up in its own diplomatic
debates and visits."3 Even after Foreign Minister Andrey Kozyrev's structural
changes to the institution, which included increasing the number of departments and broadening the Ministry's responsibilities to include economic and
scientific projects, the Ministry has continued to experience "enormous problems in attracting staff, especially high-quality staff with specialized knowledge of the countries concerned. Even those other departments that could
offer substantial hard-currency salaries have had difficulty retaining talented
younger employees."4
Under Presidents Vladimir Putin and Dmitry Medvedev, the Ministry
continued to serve as an implementer of foreign policy decisions originating
in the Kremlin, with minimal input in the process, particularly when it came
to high-profile matters. The foreign policy decision-making process in Russia
is notoriously centralized and top-down. Incumbent foreign minister Sergey
Lavrov, who assumed his post in 2004, loyally continues to execute the orders
of President Medvedev and Prime Minister Putin, which has, in effect, contrib-

uted to the impressive length of his tenure. Lavrov has become the longestserving post-Soviet foreign minister of Russia.
Not only does the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs continue to experience a shortage of job applicants, the number of skilled diplomats leaving
the Ministry remains high. As of July 2008, the Ministry employed a total of
827 young diplomats (30 years old or younger). It employs a total of about

1 Mancur Olson, The Logic of Collective Action: Public Goods and the Theory of Groups
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1965), 45.
2 Jeffrey Checkel, "Russian Foreign Policy: Back to the Future?" RFE/RL Research Report 1,
no. 41, 16 October 1992.

3 Neil Malcolm, "Russian Foreign Policy Decision-making" in Peter Shearman, ed., Russian
Foreign Policy Since 1990 (Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 1995), 34.
4 Ibid.
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9,500 individuals (roughly 6,500 of them are stationed abroad).5 But, in the
1.5 years leading up to July 2008, the Ministry dismissed as many as 107 young

diplomats (44 of whom were working domestically, and 63 of whom were
stationed abroad). This number is significant. It is nearly half of the total
number of new hires the Ministry made in 2007. The rate at which young
diplomats, in particular, are abandoning the Ministry is also high. The number
of young diplomats who left the Ministry in the aforementioned 1.5-year time

period made up about half of all of the employees who left during that time.6
As First Deputy of the Minister of Foreign Affairs Andrey Denisov admitted
in early 2008, "We cannot say that the personnel drain has completely ceased.
Serious commercial structures remain a more attractive option."7
As the Russian ruling elite attempts to bring back the diplomats, they
have two options. The first entails attracting loyal members of the first postSoviet generation with inducements. Letting in individuals who are not loyal
to the ruling elite but who are nevertheless highly skilled is the other, albeit
less-attractive, alternative. It would allow the state to carry out foreign policy more effectively at a time when Russia is facing mounting global challenges, but at the expense of ruling elite capacity to pursue their interests
on the international level (not to mention the risk of the state being influenced by other interest groups, such as the oligarchs, from both inside and
outside its borders).
Public statements made by President Medvedev in the summer of 2008
point to a ruling elite preference for the former option,8 which speaks of their
commitment to maintaining strong influence over the Foreign Ministry and the

state. This study explores what the ruling elite must do to make diplomatic
careers more attractive to potential recruits. Will it be enough to increase salaries, as the Russian President has promised? Or, will the ruling elite need to

make still more concessions? In other words, what causes young potential
diplomats not to pursue the diplomatic career path?
Based on data from a 2007 survey of 328 students of elite Russian university departments designed to train the next generation of diplomats, my
model reveals that the major influences on prospective diplomats' estimated
likelihood of working for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs have less to do with
salary considerations and more with power. The driving forces are the Ministry's prestige, a desire to make a positive difference in society, and a wish to

5 First Deputy of the Minister of Foreign Affairs Andrey Denisov, 18 February 2008, accessed at
http://www.ln.mid.ru/nsite-sv.nsf/765a33df87af344743256cb80033ab2d/4325698400445dl9c32573f300

287325?OpenDocument, 12 December 2008.
6 "Ministerstvo inostrannikh del (MID) Rossii v tsifrakh. Spravka," 18 July 2008, accessed at
http://www.rian.ru/spravka/20080718/114374533.html, 25 July 2008.

Denisov, 18 February 2008.
8 "Medvedev nazval dva usloviya dlya raboty v MID RF," 15 July 2008, accessed at http://www.
rian.ru/politics/20080715/114020445.html, 25 July 2008.
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TABLE 1

Dependent and Explanatory Variables
Diplomatic Career Estimated Likelihood of Pursuing a Diplomatic Career
Alternatives Perceived availability of alternatives

Prestige Perceived prestige of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Nepotism/Cronyism Perceived role of nepotism and cronyism in career advancement at the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Gender discrimination Perceived prevalence of discrimination based on gender at the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs

Government approval Attitude toward the government
Service Desire to make a positive difference in society
Power Desire to have a high position and power
Salary Attitude toward size of salary offered by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
University year Year in university
Male = 1 if male, 0 otherwise (female)

have a high position and power. In other words, my
making the Ministry of Foreign Affairs a more po
which diplomats can better realize their ambitions o

and power, as well as of making a positive difference in

the number of loyal and skilled diplomats. This woul

the link between the country's ruling elite and state of
Understanding The Diplomat Drain

What leads a significant number of young potential diplomats not to pur
the diplomatic career path? I hypothesized that the major causes of the
lomatic drain lie: first, in a structural change making available more attra
alternatives to potential diplomats; second, in the Ministry's lame-duck
when it comes to the formulation of foreign policy and, consequently,
of prestige, real advancement opportunities, and opportunities for makin
difference in society for diplomats; third, in a deep structure characte
by nepotism, cronyism, and discrimination based on gender; and fourt
the attitudes of potential recruits toward their government.

Table 1 describes the variables used in my model. The dependent v

able is the respondents' estimated likelihood of pursuing a diplomatic car
measured with the question: "How certain are you that you will work a
diplomat at some time in the future?" The question was constructed

Likert scale: the respondents were asked to specify their level of ag

ment with a given statement on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being "Comple

disagree" and 5 "Completely agree." I treated 3 as nonaligned; in ot

words, as either "Neither agree nor disagree" or "I don't know." The depen
variable, all the theoretically important independent variables, and one of
control variables were measured on a Likert scale. Two of the control variable
were dummied.
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I will now address the key explanatory variables. First, as theorized earlier,
the proliferation of alternative career opportunities is expected to impact the

prospective diplomats' decision to pursue a diplomatic career. As the First
Deputy of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs explained in an interview:
In the 1990s, many employees of the Ministry quit their jobs mostly for material
reasons. Especially since the demand for workers with experience with international matters and knowledge of two or more foreign languages dramatically
increased in the Russian business sector. Consequently, there is no large Russian
company in which there are no former Ministry of Foreign Affairs employees,
sometimes even at the highest posts.9

Does the availability of better alternatives continue to drive down the
supply of the Ministry's employees? Based on my initial interviews and the
Ministry's employment statistics, I hypothesize that the answer to this question is yes. The relevant survey question asks the participants to express the
degree to which they agree with the following statement: "There are alternative career paths that I would rather pursue instead of the diplomatic one."
Previous research has shown that prestige is a very important factor
driving career choices, especially of individuals coming from elite universities.
I am particularly interested in whether prestige matters to the first postSoviet generation of Russia's prospective diplomats because of its implications for the types of concessions the ruling elite will be compelled to make
in order to bring back the diplomats. If prestige matters significantly, then
the ruling elite would need to increase the level of prestige of the Foreign
Ministry. I argue that increasing the Ministry's prestige cannot be accomplished without giving it more of a role in formulating the country's foreign
policy, which carries implications for Russia's future foreign policy course.
The relevant survey question asks the participants to express the degree to
which they agree with the following statement: "The Ministry of Foreign
Affairs is one of the most prestigious places to work."
A 2002 Public Opinion Foundation national study found that the diplomatic corps is popularly seen as a "caste an outsider could never penetrate,
even today."10 One participant expressed this view: "It is impossible to get in
there [the Ministry of Foreign Affairs] even now. Only connections could
help. Now, I think, many don't even dream of getting in there."11 My model
will test whether and, if so, how the perception of nepotism and cronyism
about the Ministry of Foreign Affairs influences prospective diplomats' estimated likelihood of pursuing a career there. The relevant survey question asks
the participants to express the degree to which they agree with the following

9 Denisov, 18 February 2008.
10 E. Gvozdeva, "A Diplomat is a Spy," 7 November 2002, accessed at http://bd.english.fom.ru/
report/cat/frontier/min_foreign/ed022726, 23 October 2007.
11 Ibid.
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statement: "Having family members or acquaintances employed at the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs does not act to help one get a good position there.
The major guarantors of getting a good position are one's professional and
personal qualities."
Previous studies suggest that perception of the prevalence of discrimination based on gender also influences one's estimated likelihood of pursuing
a career in a given organization. The Ministry is notorious for having pre-

dominantly male employees. One student recalls his MGIMO (Moscow

State Institute of International Relations) instructor's opening to the class:
"Greetings, future diplomats and their wives!"12 Today, men make up at
least 85 percent of the Russian diplomatic corps, despite the majority of
Russian International Relations students being female.13 My model includes
a variable that measures the prospective diplomats' perceptions about the
existence of discrimination based on gender when it comes to the hiring
and career growth prospects at the Ministry. The relevant survey question
asks the participants to express the degree to which they agree with the following statement: "Women and men have equal prospects for professional
growth at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs."
Attitude toward the government is another factor that is likely to influence

the prospective diplomats' career choices. Satisfaction with the government is
expected to correlate positively with loyalty to the government, and hence the
desire to serve the state. The relevant survey question asks the participants:
"To what degree do you feel your rights as a Russian citizen are being upheld
by the government?"
Russian labor sociologist Aleksandr Temnitsky has conducted a number

of studies of MGIMO students. As an MGIMO professor, Temnitsky has
had unique access to his subjects, who are otherwise difficult to access due
to the covert nature of their potential future careers. His findings have shown
the importance of realizing one's full potential in choosing a career path.14 1 am

interested in how the extent of one's desire to make a difference in society
and the degree to which it is important to have a high position and power
influence the prospective diplomats' estimated likelihood of pursuing a career
at the Ministry. I hypothesize that both play a significant role because of the
importance of mattering - the extent to which people believe that they make
a difference in the world around them.15 The relevant survey questions ask
the participants to express the degree to which the following is important to
them in their future profession: "Opportunities to make a positive difference

12 "Devushki v MGIMO aktivnee, chem parni?" Mezhdunarodnik 5 (March 2007), 4.
Denisov, 18 February 2008.

Aleksandr L. Temnitsky, Soziologicheskiye issledovaniya tolerantnosti studentov MGIMO
(Moscow: MGIMO University, 2005), 1-20.
Gregory C. Elliott, Suzanne Kao, and Ann-Marie Grant, "Mattering: Empirical Validation of a
Social-Psychological Concept," Self and Identity 3 (October-December 2004), 339-354.
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TABLE 2

Testing Collinearity

Dependent

Variable

Alternatives

R2

Correlation

.114

.338

Prestige
.143
.378
Nepotism/Cronyism .122 .349
Gender

discrimination

Government

approval

Service
Power

Salary
University

.094
.126

.133

.365

.072

.267

.307
.355

.144
.379
Year .097 .31 1

in society" and "Opportu
my interval- and ordin
them a dependent variab
from the original depen

pendent variables,
the square root of

and
the

above .38, which tells m
my findings. Table 2 sum
Salary considerations, y
variables; Temnitsky's st
The relevant survey que
which they agree with
of those working for th
university and gender w
of

the

survey.

A model was developed
the dependent and expl
on 328 participants repr
prospective diplomats.16
Methods

Access to participants was made difficult by the sensitivity of my subje
For example, despite multiple attempts on my part to seek cooperation,
MGIMO administration refused to approve my survey of the universi
students. The vast majority of students surveyed at the Diplomatic Academ
were born before 1985, and so I have a relatively small sample of participa

16 The model developed consists of: DipCareer = p0 + Pi Alternatives + p2Prestig

p3NepotismCronyism + (1) p4GenderDiscriminiation + p5GovApprov + p6Service + p7Pow
p8Salary + p9UnivYear + p10Male + e.
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TABLE 3

Summary Statistics for Dependent and Explanatory Variables
Variable Mean Standard Deviation Minimum Maximum

Diplomatic

Career

Alternatives

2.596

4.076

1

1.114
.056

1
1

5
5

Prestige
3.166
1.191
1
5
Nepotism/Cronyism 2.443 1.154 1 5
Gender

discrimination

Government

approval

Service

3.950

Power

3.730

2.524

3.027
1

1.308

1

5

0.975

1

5

.039

1

1.112

1

5
5

Salary
2.045
1.054
1
5
University year 2.187 0.958 1 4
Male Dummy variable: "Female" as reference category
Number of observations = 328

from this institution. My examination of MGIMO is based on 10 months of
direct observation of and interaction with its students; I was affiliated with
the University during the 2007-08 academic year. While I had numerous informal conversations with MGIMO students, which helped in constructing my
survey, I did not distribute the survey to MGIMO students informally because
that would have violated the stated wishes of the university administration,

while also yielding a "convenience sample," that is, biased results. I also
had the experience of roughly 1.5 years of collaboration with members of
the Diplomatic Academy, which included participation in seminars with its
students. In other words, in the fields in which I was unable to obtain meaningful quantitative measures, I sought to observe and interact.
At Moscow State University and the Diplomatic Academy, I personally
distributed the surveys to the students of the World Politics/International
Relations departments. Before handing out the surveys, I introduced myself
and my work. I noticed that about 60 of the students in the classrooms were
female. Consequently, after collecting my data, I examined the data to see
whether there were any significant differences in answers between males and
females, and found none.
The St. Petersburg State University administration gave me permission to
survey the university's students, but arranged that instead of completing the
surveys during their class time, students would be notified of my research
and told to meet me in a specified classroom at an assigned time. When no
one showed up, one of my early interviewees, who was enrolled at the university, assisted me in distributing the survey.
Table 3 offers the univariate statistics of my data for a total of 328 observa-

tions from St. Petersburg State University, Moscow State University, and the
Diplomatic Academy. The means and standard deviations indicate the general
picture. The Table shows that the average participant was not particularly
optimistic about a career at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, though, as the
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TABLE 4

Diplomacy as a Career Model Ordinary Least Squares Results
B (SE) 95% Confidence Interval
Alternatives -0.283(0.053)*** -0.370 - -0.196
Prestige 0.217(0.046)*** 0.142-0.292
Nepotism/Cronyism -0.064 (0.047) -0.142 - 0.014
Gender discrimination 0.128(0.041)** 0.059-0.196
Government approval 0.011 (0.054) -0.077 - 0.100
Service 0.152 (0.051)** 0.068 - 0.237
Power 0.203(0.049)*** 0.121 -0.284
Salary -0.021(0.052) -0.108-0.066
University year -0.121(0.056)* -0.213 - -0.029
Male -0.077(0.108) -0.255-0.100
Constant 1 .874 (0.481 ) 1 .080 - 2.668
R2
0.316
N

328

Tables
1,
2,
3,
Note:
Dependen
given
in
paren
*p

<

.05;

**p

<

.

standard
de
lent
or
som

tion
with
discrimina
when
it
ca
indicated
t
correspond
Diplomatic
being
high
problems
a
treated
as
Results

Table 4 summarizes the ordinary least squares results of my model. When w
hold all other variables constant, we see that perceived availability of alte
natives significantly (p < .001) negatively affects one's estimated likelihoo
of pursuing a diplomatic career, and its coefficient is a good point estimato

The coefficient of prestige is statistically significant at the 99.999 percent level

and has a positive direction (when we control for all other variables), whi
also serving as a good point estimator. The effect of the perceived role of
nepotism and cronyism in career advancement at the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs is statistically insignificant (at the .05 alpha level) and negative, wh
we hold all other variables constant. It may appear surprising at first glanc
that perception of gender-based discrimination at the Ministry positively a
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significantly affects one's estimated likelihood of pursuing a diplomatic
career. However, when we examine the 95 percent confidence intervals, we
see that this coefficient is a poor point estimator.
The independent variable power is significant at the 99.999 percent level,
when we hold all other variables constant, and its coefficient appears to be a
good point estimator. Interestingly, one's attitude toward the government is
not statistically significant. It appears that loyalty to the state is not a driving
force behind the potential young diplomats' career choices. This may not seem
surprising, however, if we consider that some individuals may be inspired to
join the Ministry by the prospect of bringing about change in the status quo.
In fact, the desire to make a difference in society is statistically significant at
the .01 alpha level.
Next, I will examine the control variables. Neither one's attitude toward
the size of salary offered by the Ministry nor gender has an effect on one's
estimated likelihood of pursuing a diplomatic career, when we hold all other
variables constant. Such results run contrary to those of previous studies,
which suggest that salary and gender matter. One's year at the university does
appear to have a significant negative effect (p < .05) on one's estimated likelihood of pursuing a diplomatic career, when we control for the other variables. In other words, as one advances in his or her academic career, he or
she becomes less likely to work for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
Regaining Diplomatic Capacity

Just two months after he took office and three days after he unveiled R

new foreign policy concept, President Medvedev made a public state
promising Russian diplomats higher salaries and better working condit
At the same time, he emphasized, the new diplomatic recruits must fi
demonstrate that they share the government's ideology.17 Indeed, it app
that the ruling elite are failing to address the career motivations drivin
first post-Soviet generation (as uncovered by this study) and are choos
the option of bringing the diplomats back with mostly material incen
They have even come to terms with corporate competitors for labor, a
are coming up with creative strategies to address the problem. In the
month that he publicly acknowledged the need to address the diplomatic
Medvedev spoke to an audience of St. Petersburg State University stud
telling them that he favors an exchange program between the governm
and business sector. "We need to generate an inflow of state officials i

17 "Dmitry Medvedev visited the Foreign Ministry's Center devoted to the history of the Ru

diplomatic service and met with young diplomats," 15 July 2008, accessed at http://www.krem

eng/text/news/2008/07/204141.shtml, 12 October 2008; and "Medvedev nazval dva usloviya
raboty v MID RF," 15 July 2008, accessed at http://www.rian.ru/politics/20080715/114020445

12 October 2008.
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managing companies, and then bring experienced businessmen back to state
service," Medvedev stated.18
The problem of losing potential diplomats as they advance in their academic careers is also being tackled. MGIMO, for example, introduced a new

"diplomatic module" in 2007. As Foreign Minister Lavrov explained to an

audience of MGIMO students:

It is assumed that the newly created special groups [of the "diplomatic modu
will consist of students orienting themselves towards work at the MFA [Minis
of Foreign Affairs] after graduation. The Ministry associates its particular ho

with this new form of training young specialists and, of course, will take a direct
part in the work of the module, where senior diplomats from the Ministry will a

as lecturers, so will specialist practitioners participating in the development
implementation of the foreign policy course of the country.19

However, my study shows that the Russian ruling elite are failing

address the root cause of the problem. The major reasons that the studen
departments designed to train the next generation of diplomats do not

themselves working for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs are not pur

materialistic. When we hold other variables in my model constant, we find th

the availability of alternatives does drain the Ministry, and so does one's
in the university, but the size of a diplomat's salary does not make muc
a difference. The reason for this may be the fact that many of the poten
recruits already come from affluent backgrounds. If the ruling elite wan
get more "bang for the buck," they need to bring back the Ministry's h
status. When we control for the other variables in my model, we see th
some of the major causes of an increase in prospective diplomats' estima
likelihood of working for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs are increases in
desire to have a high position and power and in the desire to make a posit

difference in society, and perception of the Ministry's prestige. In other word
making the Ministry of Foreign Affairs a more powerful organization, in whi

diplomats can better realize their ambitions of having a high position an

power and making a positive difference in society (that is, of mattering) woul

increase the number of skilled diplomats.
There are powerful political and institutional impediments to any trans

of power from the ruling elite to state officials, in general, and from the rul

elite to diplomats, in particular. Among these is the Russian ruling e

consolidation of power, starting in the Yeltsin era. The most obvious exam
of this are the practice of picking presidential successors (first by Yeltsin
later, by Putin), the centralization of authority (with regional governors

18 '"Molodim prodvinutim ludyam' obseschany otvetstvenniye posty," Kommersant (105) 23
2008, 3.
19 "Sergey Lavrov Speaks at MGIMO," 3 September 2007, accessed at http://www.sras.org/sergey_
lavrov_speaks_at_mgimo, 2 December 2008.
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appointed by the president), as well as the more-recent hegemony of one party,

United Russia, which is loyal to the government and headed by now-Prime
Minister Putin (who never actually became a member of the party). Another
reason that it would be easier for the ruling elite to increase the diplomats'
salaries, as opposed to making the Ministry of Foreign Affairs a more powerful
institution, is in the very structure of the Ministry, a relic of the Soviet period.

The current Ministry is structured as a hierarchy for quickly taking and executing orders from the president and his executive office rather than as an
institution with the capacity for coming up with new initiatives. This stands
in contrast to the Ukrainian Foreign Ministry, for example, which exhibits a
high degree of autonomy, as exemplified by its strong public support of the
opposition candidate during the 2004 "Orange Revolution" presidential election dispute. Moreover, as polls frequently show, the Russian public is highly
distrustful of the country's bureaucrats, who have traditionally been the object

of blame by the Russian ruling elite for the country's troubles. Consequently,
the idea of the Foreign Ministry becoming more autonomous would not sit
well with the Russian public.
Nevertheless, my study suggests that it will not be enough for the ruling
elite merely to increase the salaries of state officials and improve working
conditions. A transfer of power from the ruling elite to the diplomats will
have to take place in order for the Russian state to regain some diplomatic
capacity on the international stage. This means relying on diplomatic rather
than on the exceedingly coercive military and/or economic means (as has
been the case with, for example, Ukraine and Georgia). In order not only to
make the implementation of Russian foreign policy more effective, but also to

make diplomacy a real option for the Russian state, the Russian Foreign
Ministry will need to gain prestige - the notion that it and anyone working
for it actually matters.
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